Parallel machine problems with a single server and release times are generalizations of classical parallel machine problems. Before processing, each job must be loaded on a machine, which takes a certain release times and a certain setup times. All thesesetups have to be done by a single server, which can handle at most one job at a time. In this paper, we continue studying the complexity result for parallel machine problem with a single and release times. New complexity results are derived for special cases.
Introduction
Parallel machine problems with a single server and release times are the generalizations of classical parallel machine problems and can be formulated as follows. A set J= {J, ,J2,"',J,} of n jobs, identical parallel machines M1 , Mz, "", M,. and a single server M, are given, where each machine can process at most one job at a time.
For an operation Oio of performing job J, (J = 1, 2,...,n) on machine Mi, the release times take r,(r r ~0) time units; the setup time takes s~.j (s,r>/0) time units and is followed by the processing phase which lasts P~.r (P~,~ >/0) time units. Once the setup of some operation is completed, the machine starts the processing phase of that operation, possibly after some idle time.
There is no preemption in performing any phase of any operation. A job can be assigned to at most one processing machine at a time. 
Given any instance of 3-Partition, we define the following instance of the scheduling problem P2,S1 In IC.,o.with four types of jobs.
(!) 3m P-jobs with:r, =0,s, =x,,p, =.r,, (i= 
y=4b(m--1) + 2b?
Assuming that the answer to 3-Partition is 'yes', let {X~,Xz,"',X,,} be a partition satisfying Eq. (2), where X, = {a(3j--2),a(3j -1), a(3j) }(j= 1,2,'",m).
The desired schedule S, exists and can be described as follows. No machine has intermediate idle time. Machine MI processed the P-jobs and Q-jobs in order of permutationa, i.e. in the sequence a = {Poll), P, <~.), P, , ~, , Qi, Po, ~, , P, <5) , P,~61, Q2, "", P,,:,,,, _~1, P,u~,,, 1,, P~,:,,,, } , while machine Me processes the R-jobs and U-jobs in 
